
Basic Economic Concepts



Goods, Services, and Consumers

• Economic Products – Goods and services 
that are useful, relatively scarce, and 
transferable to others.

• Because of these characteristics economic 
products command a price.



Goods
• Good  

– An item that is economically useful or satisfies an 
economic want

• Consumer Good  
– Intended for final use by individuals

• Capital Good  
– Manufactured goods used to produce other goods 

and services
• Durable Good 

– Any good that lasts three years or more when used 
on a regular basis

• Nondurable Good?



Services

• Service
– Work that is performed 

for someone
– Intangible



Consumers
• Consumer

– A person who uses goods 
and services to satisfy 
wants and needs

• Consumption
– The process of using up 

goods and services in 
order to satisfy wants and 
needs

• Conspicuous 
Consumption
– The use of a good or a 

service to impress others



Value, Utility, and Wealth



Value

• Value
– A worth that can be expressed in monetary 

terms
• Paradox of Value

– Some necessities, such as water, have little 
value, whereas some non-necessities, such 
as diamonds, have great value

– Scarcity is part of the answer



Utility

• Utility and Scarcity 
determine value

• Utility is the capacity 
to be useful and 
provide satisfaction.

• Not fixed or 
measurable



Wealth

• Wealth
– The accumulation of 

those goods that are 
tangible, scarce, 
useful, and 
transferable from one 
person to another

– Services are not 
counted because they 
are not tangible

– A nation’s wealth



The Circular Flow of Economic 
Activity



Productivity and Economic Growth

• Economic Growth
– Occurs when a nation’s total output of goods and 

services increases over time
– Circular flow becomes larger

• Productivity
– A measure of the amount of output produced by a 

given amount of inputs in a specific period of time
– Goes up whenever more output can be produced with 

the same amount of inputs in the same amount of 
time

– Applies to all the factors of production



Productivity and Economic Growth

• Division of Labor and 
Specialization
– Can improve productivity
– Division of labor 

• Work is arranged so that 
individual workers do 
fewer tasks and therefore 
become more proficient

– Specialization
• Factors of production 

perform tasks that they 
can do relatively more 
efficiently than others



Economic Choices and 
Decision Making



Trade-Offs and Opportunity Cost

• Trade-Offs
– Alternative choices in economic decisions

• Opportunity Cost
– The cost of the next best alternative use of money, time, or 

resources when one choice is made rather than another



Production Possibilities and the 
Production Possibility Frontier

• Identifying Possible 
Alternatives

• Fully Employed 
Resources

• Opportunity Cost
• The Cost of Idle 

Resources
• Economic Growth



Cost-Benefit Analysis



The Two Most Important Games to Learn
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